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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1. RATIONALE 

 “Language is a system of meaning” – people use language as 

a tool to show the expression of meaning via languages in their daily 

conversation. In spoken languages, people tend to use as the way of 

their mother language system do, and then they don’t pay attention to 

grammar or the structures required. Those are the reasons why people 

have their first grammar lessons when they start learning a foreign 

language accompany with lessons of vocabulary. We, who want to be 

fluent in the foreign languages, firstly must have the ability of 

combining all the vocabularies and grammar rules to make good and 

meaningful sentences in communication. Grammar makes the 

sentences be coherent by its ways and be correct in language.  

In literature, if we want to understand this kind of art, we 

need to clarify some structures or the meaning that the authors want 

to put in the version. By that way, we deeply know the true meaning 

of those works. In addition, we sometimes find it difficult in get on 

well with literature especially poetry. The problem here is that we 

just know the floating views when reading and understanding a 

poem, and then we forget the deepness of what poetry brings the real 

life to the documents. This study wants to use the term of functional 

grammar to make a clear investigation into how to understand the 

structures in the poems and how to express the ideas, the beauty or 

rhetoric value of poetry. Toward the functional grammar, in poetry, 

there are so many structures using as the term of thematic progress 

and clause as a messages. This clause of message takes a role in the 

process of figure out the structures in poetry. For analyzing these 
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structures, poetry could be understood clearly and meaningfully. This 

also brings a very open view for studying poetry and helps the 

learners feel more convenient when getting through the meaning of 

poetry, which is considered as the hardest work in researching the 

application of literature in life.  

 For all the reasons, this thesis is “An investigation into 

Theme – Rheme structure in English and Vietnamese poetry” in 

purpose of helping the readers can distinguish how the authors of 

each nations access poetry and reflect the life throughout their works 

in term of functional grammar.  

1.2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

1.2.1. Aims 

This thesis aims at investigating Theme – Rheme structure in 

English and Vietnamese poems to help the English learner the Theme 

– Rheme structure in poems.  

1.2.2. Objectives 

This study is carried out: 

- To present the syntactic features of Theme- Rheme 

structure in English and Vietnamese poems.  

- To present the functional characteristic of Theme- Rheme 

structure in English and Vietnamese poems.  

- To suggest some implications for understanding and using 

the Theme – Rheme structure in English and Vietnamese pomes.  

1.3. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

It is very difficult to understand deeply and clearly poetry if 

people don’t have a good overview about the characteristic of the 

poems and the reflection they would make. Also, the complexities of 

poetic structures lead a hard way to clarify the purpose which the 
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authors want to share. Basing on Haliday’s views, the purpose of 

languages using in poetry can be lighted up in order to help people 

understand the simplified function in poetry and semantic. Haliday’s 

views also lead to open the door in approaching some aspects in 

poetry as well as semantic features. Thanks to this study, the 

comparison of the use of Theme – Rheme structures in English and 

Vietnamese poetry could be clarify easily. 

1.4. THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY  

Theme – Rheme structure in poetry is so diversified that it is 

difficult to cover all of them. In addition to analyzing Theme – Rheme 

structure, the researcher also explains the meaning and implication of the 

works, making it take more time to analyzing each work.  

Due to the scope of a master thesis, as well as the limitations of 

the researcher’s knowledge, the study is conducted in the following 

scope: 

• Only literary works of the writers living in 18th, 19th, 

and 20th century are studied. 

• Only poetical works are studied. 

• Only some typical poems are chosen to be analyzed. 

1.5. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

1. What are the syntactic features of Theme- Rheme 

structures in English and Vietnamese poems? 

2. What are the semantic features of Theme –Rheme 

structures in English and Vietnamese poems? 

3. What are the implications of Theme – Rheme structure in 

understanding and using in English and Vietnamese poems? 

1.6. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 

       This thesis is designed in five chapters. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

Chapter 2: Literature Review and Theoretical Background 

Chapter 3: Research Design and Methodology 

Chapter 4: Discussion of Findings 

Chapter 5: Conclusion and Implications 

CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL 

BACKGROUND 
2.1. REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS STUDY 

The Theme – Rheme structures have been known as the 

structure of clause as message, with the other name of the thematic 

structure. Halliday has studied about the Theme and Rheme of a 

clause, simple Theme of more than one constituent, Theme and 

mood, some other characteristic of Themes, the multiple Themes, 

clauses as Themes and Predicated Themes, the Themes in dependent, 

minor and elliptical clauses and the thematic interpretation of a text 

in his research in the book of “An Introduction to Functional 

Grammar”. Bloors’ [1], Butt’s [2], Dik’s [4] and many other linguists 

had followed Halliday’s view  and theory to figure out their work in 

investigating more clearly about the Theme- Rheme structures and 

their function. Some others linguistic such as T. Givon [8], Graham 

Lock [14], Michael Mc Mathy [17] also concerned about the 

thematic structure in their study.  

2.2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.2.1. Metafunctions 

2.2.2. Thematic Structures 

2.2.2.1. Thematic Structure in English 

2.2.2.2. Thematic Structure in Vietnamese 
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2.2.3. The Notion of Theme in English 

2.2.3.1. The Two Approaches Towards The Definition of Theme 

2.2.3.2. Theme Viewed from The Combining Approach 

2.2.4. The Notions of Theme in Vietnamese 

2.2.5. Exposition/Explicit Theme  

2.2.6. Instance Topic 

2.2.7. Range Topic 

CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1. RESEARCH METHODS AND RESEARCH DESIGN 

3.2. RESEARCH PROCEDURES  

3.3. POPULATION AND SAMPLES 

3.4. INSTRUMENTS FOR DATA COLLECTION 

3.5. DATA COLLECTION  

3.6. DATA ANALYSIS 

3.7. VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 

CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

4.1. THE THEME – RHEME STRUCTURE OF ENGLISH 

POETRY 

4.1.1. The Types of Themes in English Poetry 

4.1.1.1. Single Theme 

4.1.1.1.1. Topical Theme 

In English poems, Langston Hughes is one of the poets who 

use structure Theme – Rheme in mots of his works. The clause in 

Langston Hughes poems has first Theme- Rheme structure with 

Simple Themes which are dominant in most his work.  
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Material processes are those of doing and happening: some 

entity physically does something, which may extend to affect another 

entity. The material clause is modeled as Process and at least one 

participant, the Actor is the one doing the materials deed. There may 

be another participant who is impacted by the Actor’s involvement in 

the Process, the Goal – towards which the process extends. 

For example, in “Justice”  he writes:  

Her bandage hides  two festering sores 

Actor  Material process Goal  

Topical Theme Rheme 

The example shows the Actor + Process + Goal 

configuration. In some cases, the entity serving as participant is just 

a restatement of the Process itself. They tend to specify the scope of 

domain of the Process. For example:  

We passed their graves 

Actor  Material process Range 

Topical Theme Rheme 

Mental clauses are clauses of consciousness. They construe a 

process of sensing: perceiving, thinking or feeling. The participant 

who is involved in this sensing process is called the Senser. There 

may be another participant who enters into the Senser’s 

consciousness – the Phenomenon.      

I want freedom just as you 

Senser Mental process   Phenomenon 

Theme Rheme 

Relational process contains process of being, having and 

being at. This shows the Carrier + Process + Attribute as in these 

examples:  
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That Justice is a blind goddess 

Carrier  Relational process Attribute  

Topical Theme Rheme  

As can be seen from examples, most of the topical Theme 

used in his poems is the nominal group, usually the noun and the 

identified Actor, Senser, Bahaver or Carrier. Also in Hughes poetry, 

the Topical Theme can be considered as the verbal group. 
Droning a drowsy syncopated tune,  

Rocking back and forth to a mellow croon,  
I heard a Negro 

play 

Topical Theme Rheme 

In “For Selma”,  he uses Preposition group as the Topical 

Theme:  
In places like Selma, Alabama, Kids say, 

Topical Theme Rheme 

And the Adverbial group is mentioned in the poems: 

When a man starts to build a world, He starts first with 
himself 

Topical Theme Rheme 

4.1.1.1.2. Interpersonal Theme 
Does it dry up like a raisin in the sun? 

Finite Subject Predicator Complement 
Interpersonal Topical 

Theme 
 

Rheme 

 
Yet I am the one who dreamt 

our basic dream 
Mood Adjunct Subject Finite Predicator 
Interpersonal Topical 

Theme 
 

Rheme 
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Children, I come back today to telling you a story of long 

dark way 

Vocative Finite/Predicator Adjunct 

Theme Rheme 

4.1.1.1.3. Textual Theme   

Besides the element express the experiential meanings and 

the interpersonal meanings in thematic position of a clause, we often 

find another element that does a no less important job: relating the 

clause to its discourse. This kind of element has nothing to do with 

signaling the point of departure or carrying onwards the 

speakers/readers’s comments on the proposal or proposition being 

exchanged, but it does connect each message to the previous text and 

in doing so makes the text cohesive. These elements often occur at 

the beginning of the clause in thematic position to exercise its text- 

creating meanings. 

When you turn the corner? 

Textual Topical 

Theme 

 

Rheme  

4.1.1.2. Multiple Theme 

When it is possible for a clause to realize only one thematic 

element, it is far more common for clauses to contain a sequence of 

Themes, normally with several textual and/or interpersonal Themes 

occurring before the obligatory topical Theme. Lexical elements, 

such as conjunctive and Modal Adjuncts, which express primarily 

textual and interpersonal meanings have the function of placing the 

content, of signaling how it fits coherently with the content around it. 

They therefore naturally tend to gravitate towards the beginning of 

the clause.  
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But, Moon and Star though you’re very far 

Textual Topical Interpersonal 

Theme  

 

Rheme 

4.1.1.3. Theme as Clause 

 In English, a finite clause acting as a subject Theme is 

normally a nominal relative clause. It is introduced with “what”, 

“whatever”, “which”, “whichever” and “whoever”. 

Whatever race you be, will share the bounties of the earth 

Theme Rheme 

4.1.1.4. Predicated Theme  

 When we have the internal predication of the form “ it….be” 

within clause structure, it is a case of predicated Theme. Some 

English poems were also created in this structure:  

It will not stir for doctors, this pendulum of snow; 

Theme Rheme 

Table 4.2.  The frequency of thematic patterns in English Poetry 

Type of Theme 
Pattern 

Occurrence Distribution 
rate 

Single Theme 55 55% 

Multiple Theme 25 25% 

Clause as Theme 7 7% 

Total 
inverted 
poems 

 
100 

Predicated Theme 13 13% 

4.1.1.5. Marked and Unmarked Theme  

Big Boy opened his mouth 

Theme (unmarked) Rheme 

      

Culture, they say is a two-way street 

 Subject  

Theme (marked) Rheme 
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4.2. THE THEME- RHEME STRUCTURE IN VIETNAMESE POETR Y 

4.2.1. The Types of Theme in Vietnamese Poetry 

4.2.1.1. Single Theme in Vietnamese Poems 

4.2.1.1.1. Topical Theme 

 The material process in Vietnamese is represented by the 

Actor + process + Goal as in these examples:    
Trời thu thay áo mới 
Actor Material process Goal 

Topical Theme Rheme 

 Poetry always plays an important role in most people’s spirit 

life so that the metal process in the structure of Theme – Rheme 

could represent for the reflection in life. The connection between 

Senser and Phenomenon is conducted by the sensing of feeling, 

thinking and perceiving. 
Tre già yêu lấy măng non 
Actor Mental process Goal 

Theme Rheme 

 Relational process is the combination of Carrier + process + 

Attribute. The quality is called the Attribute and the entity to which 

the attribute is ascribed is called the Carrier, as shown in examples:  
Em là ai? Cô gái hay nàng tiên 

Carrier Relational Process  Attribute 
Theme Rheme 

Table 4.3. The contribution of process in Theme- Rheme 

structures in Vietnamese poetry 
Type of 
process  

Number of 
poems  

Distribution 
rate  

Material  15 15% 
Mental  55 55% 

Total 
inverted 
poems 

100 
Relational 30 30% 
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Appearing in most of the topical Theme, the nominal group 

or nominal group with Head and clause as Modifier in Vietnamese 

poems are the main part in most of Vietnamese Topical Theme: 

Con tàu này lên Tây Bắc anh ñi chăng? 

Topical Theme Rheme 

 In the following examples, a prepositional phrase can be 

defined as the Topical Theme: 

Từ cõi chết em trở về chói lọi 

Topical Theme Rheme 

And be defined as verbal group:     

Sống, Chúng tôi mong ñược sống làm người 

Topical Theme Rheme 

 A Topical Theme may be also an adjectival group or 

Adverbial group as examples: 

Xinh xinh như một tiên ñồng Bồng lai 

Topical Theme Rheme 

4.2.1.1.2. Interpersonal Theme 

Unlike in the English Poems, there is only one type of 

interpersonal Theme appeared in the Vietnamese poems, it is the 

Vocative as in some examples:  

Hòn Nẹt ta ơi! mảng về chưa ñó 

Vocative Predicator 

Interpersonal Theme Rheme 

4.2.1.1.3. Textual Theme 

 In Vietnamese poems, just there some kinds of Vietnamese 

Conjunctions as Theme in the table are applied. The illustrations are 

as follow:  

Xanh biếc mấy là trời xanh tổ quốc 

Theme Rheme 
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Khi tự do về chói ở trên ñầu 

Textual Topical 

Theme 

 

Rheme 

4.2.1.2. Multiple Themes in Vietnamese Poems 

In Vietnamese poems, an interpersonal Theme and/or a 

textual Theme combine with a Topical Theme to make a Multiple 

Theme. For example:  

Khi con tu hú gọi bầy 

Textual Topical 

Theme  

 

Rheme 

4.2.1.3. Clause as Theme in Vietnamese Poems 

In Vietnamese poems, paratactic clause complexes are 

formed with the conjunction “và” and it is part of the Theme in the 

independent clause  

  Cô ñơn thay là cảnh thân tù! 

  Tai// mở rộng và lòng// sôi rạo rực 

- A non- finite clause:  

  Yêu// là chết ở trong lòng một ít  

Table 4.5. The frequency of thematic pattern in Vietnamese 

Poetry 

Type of Theme 

Pattern  

Number 

of poems  

Distribution 

rate  

Single Theme 63 63% 

Multiple Theme  24 24% 

Clause as Theme  13 13% 

Total 

inverted 

poems 

 

100 

Predicated Theme   0 0% 
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4.2.1.4. Marked Versus Unmarked Theme in Vietnamese Poems 

There are marked and unmarked Theme cases in Vietnamese 

poems. Subject is the normal Theme choice: it is the constituent, 

which is chosen as Theme unless there are good reasons for choosing 

something else. It is therefore said to be the unmarked Theme choice. 

The unmarked Theme for this mood has Actor (or Sayer, Senser, 

Carrier, or Identified), Subject and Theme all mapped onto the same 

nominal group.  

Xuân bước nhẹ trên nhành non lá mới 

Actor 

Subject 

Theme (unmarked) 

 

 

Rheme 

    

 Lom khom dưới núi tiều vài chú 

Experiential Circumstance  

Interpersonal  Adjunct Subject 

Textual Theme (marked) Rheme 

4.2.2. Theme – Rheme Boundary Markers in Vietnamese Poems 

4.2.2.1. “Là” as Theme- Rheme Boundary Marker 

In Vietnamese, “là” helps to specify what follow it as Rheme 

or to emphasise the Rheme as clause. Besides it functions as a Theme 

– Rheme boundary maker, “là” can also used to indicate the 

identified – identifier relationship between the two constituents of the 

clause as kind of equal signs and hence gives those clauses 

containing it the reversibility. The correspondence between clauses 

that have “là” as Theme marker and the thematic equative is obvious 

in their notion and the reversible characteristic. Here are some 

illustrations:  
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Trời xanh ñây là của chúng ta 

Núi rừng ñây là của chúng ta 

Theme Theme marker Rheme  

4.2.2.2. “Mà” as Theme- Rheme Boundary Marker 

 In Vietnamese poems, the Theme – Rheme boundary marker 

“mà”  is much less popular than “là”  as Theme marker.  

Tiếng hát ñâu mà nghe nhớ thương! 

Theme Theme marker Rheme 

4.2.2.3. “Thì” as Theme- Rheme Boundary Marker 

 “Thì”  can also function as Theme marker in an embedded 

clause as Rheme, as in these examples:  

Nàng thì dặm khách xa xăm 

Theme Theme marker Rheme  

Table 4.6. The distribution of three main Theme markers in 100 

Vietnamese poems 

Theme marker Occurrence Distribution rate 

Thì 32 32% 

Là 45 45% 

Mà 23 23% 

4.3. THE SEMANTIC ASPECT OF THE THEME – RHEME 

STRUCTURE IN ENGLISH AND VIETNAMESE POEMS 

4.3.2.1. The Single Theme in English and Vietnamese Poetry 

Topical Theme is used mostly in the poems due to its function as the 

Subject of clause and connects with the rest of the clause to make a 

tight connection between Theme and Rheme in poetry.   

Thu, bỗng nắng vàng lên rực rỡ 

Topical Theme Rheme 
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 Why does the poet use Topical Theme “Thu” in this clause? 

Is that similar to other clause or having any purposes? Let’s read the 

stanza again, it can be seen that the poet mentions the time in “sắp 

ngả sang ñông” that means the season is now in the step of changing 

from autumn to winter, but it just the sign to recall people think about 

this moment. And the Topical Theme “Thu” here has the duty to 

remind the readers and the characters in poems that it’s not going to 

winter, it still, still in the autumn with the beautiful sunny noon. In 

this situation, the two people are going to say goodbye for great 

dedication to the country. Now, the image of wonderful time with 

beautiful sunny day, with the beauty of the autumn makes the view of 

the stanza to be the most meaningful short space of time ever. So, the 

Topical Theme is responsible for connecting the idea and what the 

poet wants to convert in the stanza.  

Interpersonal Theme in English and Vietnamese poems 

indicates the kind of interaction between the speakers or the position 

they are talking. As can be noticed in the syntactic feature part, the 

interpersonal Theme can be figured in Finite, Mood Adjunct or 

Vocative types.  

Do people moulder equally? 

Finite Subject Complement 

Interpersonal Theme Rheme 

In his poem “Ngọn quốc kỳ”,  Xuân Diệu uses the Vocative 

Interpersonal Theme to show his pride, happiness about the victory 

of the revolution, feels deeply and join in the great result which the 

revolution bring out to Vitenamese people and the independence after 

80 years of dependence and war. This interpersonal Theme here is 
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the red flag with the yellow star in the middle, one of the proud 

symbols of Vietnam:  

Việt Nam! Việt Nam! cờ ñỏ sao 

vàng!  

Những ngực nén hít thở Ngày 

Độc Lập! 

Vocative Predicator 

Interpersonal Theme Rheme 

Textual Theme does its function as the connection the two 

parts of clause and create a cohesive text with well – signposted 

connections between messages. The Texual Themes syntactically is 

represented by the conjunctions and usually stand at the beginning of 

the verse to connect it experiential meanings to the meaning of 

neighboring clause.  

Và người chồng ấy ñã ra ñi 

Textual Topical 

Theme 

 

Rheme 

The textual “Và” in this stanza contains a lot of meaning in 

the whole poems. It is not only the conjunction connect the idea from 

the previous verse but also the conjunction of the meaning of “nắng 

vẫn còn ngời trên những chiếc lá si” and “người chồng ấy ñã ra ñi”. 

This poem is about the separation between the two people for the 

great duty to proctect the country of the husband. As mentioned 

above, they say goodbye in a sunny autumn day and the sun is so 

beautiful as well. Then, move to this stanza, while the sun still shines 

through the leaves, some one die. The conjunction “Và” here is the 

connection between “nắng”, and the entity “người chồng”, and 

without using any emphasis method, Nguyễn Mỹ succeeds in 

emphasizing the death of the person and the regretful emotion of the 

person who stay in the rear.  
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4.3.2.2. The Multiple Theme in English and Vietnamese Poetry 

Khi bờ tre ríu rít tiếng chim kêu 

Khi mặt nước chập chờn con cá nhảy 

Textual Topical 

Theme 

 

Rheme 

In this stanza, the symbol “b ờ tre”  and “mặt nước” 

functioned as the Topical Theme, and the Rhemes “ríu rít ti ếng chim 

kêu” and “chập chờn con cá nhảy” have function of supporting for 

these Topical Themes. Moreover, what is the function of the Textual 

theme here? The combination of “khi” with the two topical Themes 

define the clause of Time means whenever the period of the action in 

two Rhemes appears, so the entities of the next verse can show their 

clear action due to the previous clues. Without using the “khi”, this 

stanza does not finish its duty of connecting the idea and action of all 

the participants.  

4.3.2.3. Theme and Markedness in English and Vietnamese Poetry 

 Mẹ tôi, em có gặp ñâu không? 

Experiential  Goal  

Interpersonal  Complement Subject 

Textual  Theme (marked) Rheme  
 In this stanza, Quang Dũng used the marked Theme “M ẹ tôi”  
with the purpose of emphasizing the person so that the “em” in verse 
can easily recognize who the poet or somebody else is looking for. 
Instead of using “em có gặp mẹ tôi ở ñâu không?” the poet uses the 
marked Theme and put it at the beginning of the verse. During the 
setting of the war, the position of the marked Theme shows that the 
person who is looking for his mother is so worried and he really 
wants to see his mother as well. Also, in this context, the entity in the 
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verse shows his pride and love to his mother by putting her in the 
first position and let the girl know how important his mother to him! 
In “Chợ Tết”,  Đoàn Văn Cừ painted a lively and colorful picture of 
the Tet market, one of the valued traditional cultures of Vietnamese 
throughout Theme – Rheme structures: 

 Những thằng cu áo ñỏ chạy lon ton 

 Vài cụ già chống gậy bước lom khom 

 Cô yếm thắm  che môi cười lặng lẽ 

Experiential  Actor  

Interpersonal  Subject 

Textual  Theme (unmarked) 

 

 

Rheme  

 In this picture, “những thằng cu áo ñỏ”, “vài c ụ già chống 
gậy”  and “cô yếm thắm”  play important roles in the stanza and be 
the unmarked Theme. They stands at the beginning of the verse and 
can be consider as the Actor of the process “chaỵ lon ton”, “bước 
lom khom”, and “che môi cười lặng lẽ”.  By using these unmaked 
Themes, Đoàn Văn Cừ considers them as topic of the verse and make 
the entities be the ones of the action. The context of this poems show 
the whole picture of each entity contribute their part in the Tet market 
and build up some beautiful images of the culture.  
4.3.2.4. “Thì”, “Là”, “Mà” as Theme Marker in Vietnamese Poetry 
In her poem, Xuân Quỳnh uses the Theme marker “là” to explain for 
her idea of “lời ru”. She considers “lời ru” as the shade of the tree 
that can help people take away all tiredness in the sunny day. “Lời 
ru” here is the Topical Theme, start the verse with the function of 
guiding the readers to think about their childhood and the relationship 
between the mother and the child. If the poet just mentions to the 
Topical Theme, it is not enough to show the meaning and the Rheme 
“là bóng mát” come after for a clear explanation and initially reflect 
the emotion of Xuân Quỳnh.  

Lời ru là bóng mát 

Theme Theme marker Rheme 
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Tóc anh thì  ướt ñẫm 

Lòng anh thì  cô ñơn 

Theme Theme marker Rheme 

 In this stanza, the Theme marker “thì” fulfills its function to 
connect the topical Themes “Tóc anh” and “Lòng anh” with the 
Rheme “ướt ñẫm” and “cô ñơn” to show the experiential meaning of 
the verse. This marker is not the explanation of the entity but it is 
exactly the condition of the mentioned entities and helps them 
express the attitude towards the Theme – Rheme structure.  

Yêu giữa ñời  mà  hồn ở trong mơ 

Theme Theme marker Rheme 

 Huy Cận uses the Theme marker “mà” to distinguish 2 states 
of life related to the entity “em”, “anh” in this stanza. “Yêu giữa ñời” 
is parallel to the Rheme “hồn ở trong mơ” creating 2 special types of 
people thought. “Mà” not only connects the Theme – Rheme in this 
case but also show the contrary of the Topical Theme and the clause 
of departure coming after.  

CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

So far, the typical Theme – Rheme structure in English and 

Vietnamese poetry has been examined. First, the development of the 

study will be summarized. Then in the summary of the findings, this 

chapter will deal with some of the noted similarities and differences 

of Theme – Rheme structure in Vietnamese and English poetry. Next, 

some implications for understanding and translation will be put 

forward. At the end of this chapter, some limitations will be 

mentioned and some suggestions for further research will be 

presented. 
5.1. CONCLUSION 
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5.1.1. Summary of The Findings 
 It is obvious that, Theme – Rheme structure dominates in 
both English and Vietnamese poetry in order to meet the aims of 
poetry rules emphasis and style. This thesis focuses on the 
comparison of the thematic structures of the clauses or verses 
different metafunctions. In both English and Vietnamese poetry, 
Theme is realized positionally and Theme categorized into 
experiential, interpersonal and Textual Theme. It can be found that in 
both English and Vietnamese poetry, the Topical Theme must always 
be present and there can be more than just the topical Theme in the 
Theme position.  
5.1.1.1. Similarities  
a. Syntactic Similarities 

As can be seen from table 4.2 and table 4.5 the Theme – 
Rheme structures in English and Vietnamese poetry have many 
patterns in common. 

Secondly, in terms of frequency of occurrence, Theme in 
English and Vietnamese are Single Theme, Multiple Theme, Clause 
as Theme, Unmarked and Marked Theme.  
b. Semantic Similarities 

Both English and Vietnamese poetry frequently use Theme - 
Rheme with the same purposes of satisfying the demands of idea and 
for the sake of emphasis. 
5.1.1.2. Differences 
a. Syntactic Differences 

Syntactically, there are also some differences between Theme – 
Rheme structure in English and Vietnamese equivalent as follows: 

Firstly, Theme in Vietnamese is thematized in all kinds of 
pattern except for Predicated Theme.  

Secondly, there is Theme marker in Vietnamese poetry to 
express the connection between Theme – Rheme, which is not 
common in English poetry.  
b. Semantic Differences 
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Semantically, Vietnamese poets seem to be so interested in 
using Theme – Rheme structure in poetry. They employ this kind of 
structure in their poems more frequently than English and American 
poets do. Therefore, the effects of this structure are more diverse in 
Vietnamese poetry. 

In addition to employing Theme – Rheme structure for the sake 
of emphasis and rhyming, some Vietnamese poets also use this 
structure as a habit in arranging words or to form their unique style in 
writing poetry. 
5.1.2. Summary  
 In summary, even though there are a lot of similarities and 
differences in term of syntax and semantic in English and in 
Vietnamese poetry, the functions of of the Theme – Rheme structure 
are almost analogous in the two languages. In poetry, they have the 
same purposes: to emphasize and to meet the demand of the poet 
reflection. 
5.2. IMPLICATIONS FOR TRANSLATION USING THEME - 
RHEME IN ENGLISH AND IN VIETNAMESE 
5.2.1. Translation from English and Vietnamese and 
vice versa using Theme – Rheme structure in poetry  
5.2.1.1 Marked Theme and Unmarked Theme 
 It is found that as for unmarked Themes in poems, the 
thematic structure in English and Vietnamese is similar. The 
following examples, with the original clause in English and their 
translated versions in Vietnamese can be found in both languages. 
The Themes in these clauses are italicized.  
  "Nature" is what we see. 

“Tự nhiên” là những gì chúng ta nhìn thấy. 
However, marked Themes in English and Vietnamese are not 

always similar and they need special treatments in translation. For 
example a fronted Predicator is not usually possible in English, 
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except when it is non- finite and is followed by the remaining part of 
the predication as in:  

Till growing bold, he laughed and leapt  
In Vietnamese poem, a fronted Predicator is much more than 

common and the Rheme of this clause sometimes contains a 
repetition of the Predicator.  

Ta ñã ñi, là ta quyết ñi!  
In addition, different between the thematic structures in 

English and Vietnamese poems can be found in the case of inversion. 
Thematised elements which have the most marked effect in English 
are those which provoke inversion of the Subject Finite part of 
predicator. There are two main types: expressions of direction and 
expression with negative meaning.  
5.2.1.2. Subject Theme 
 In the majority of cases, Theme and Subject are the same. In 
other words, they are conflated. Subject is the normal Theme choice. 
The subject Theme in English and Vietnamese can be realized by a 
group or a clause complex. In the translated version, we also use the 
same group or clause to convert for the sourse language to the target 
language. 
5.2.2. Problematic Situation in Theme – Rheme Structure 
Translation 

The reality of translation shows that, a large number of 
Vietnamese translators, when translating the version using this 
structure, often resort to their mother tongue to interpret English 
inversion without paying attention to the differences in syntactic 
features between the two languages. Moreover, most of the words or 
syntactic structures of the source language have no one-to-one 
correspondences in the target language. As a result, syntactic 
mistakes in translation are unavoidable. At the same time, besides the 
purport of meaning, there is some additional information involving 
sematic features and different contexts, all of which are great 
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obstacles to effective and impressive translation of English Theme - 
Rheme structures. Therefore, in order to understand and to use 
Theme - Rheme correctly and effectively, translators should first 
equip themselves with a rich and well-rounded knowledge in relation 
to Theme – Rheme structure.  
5.2.3. Suggestions for Theme – Rheme Structure Translation 

It seems that translators may encounter many difficulties in the 
process of translating Theme – Rheme structure from English into 
Vietnamese, and vice versa. In order to help Vietnamese translators 
study and use Theme – Rheme structure effectively, I would like to 
put forward some suggestions for Theme – Rheme structure 
translation. 

Firstly, in translating the inverted structures, Vietnamese 
learners and translators should be aware of the similarities and 
differences between the two languages. Without sufficient awareness 
of these similarities and differences, they are likely to use 
Vietnamese structures to express Theme – Rheme structure in 
English, and vice versa. 

Secondly, simply being bilingual does not qualify someone to 
translate. Translation is not only a mechanical process of converting 
one sentence in language A into the same sentence in language B. 
Rather, it is a complex art in which parallel structures, thoughts and 
idioms that have no obvious counterparts from tongue to tongue, or 
words that have several meanings must be transformed in such a way 
that the message is clearly and accurately expressed to the readers. In 
some cases, the technical concepts may be expressed using common 
lay terms with slightly different meanings. In such cases, the 
translators may misunderstand the concepts and choose inappropriate 
terms to express them in the target language 

Finally, with an insight into Theme - Rheme structure as well 
as its similarities and differences in English and Vietnamese, 
translators will be provided with an effective tool to translate Theme 
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- Rheme structures and get over the barrier of cross-cultural 
misunderstandings of the two languages.     
5.3. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

Although great efforts have been made, this research paper certainly 
cannot avoid shortcomings and still leaves much to be desired. Theme – 
Rheme structure is not only a big topic concerning functional grammar but 
also clause as message that is both complicated and problematic. The topic 
under investigation may not have been thoroughly analyzed as it should 
have been due to the lack of time. 

In addition, the materials supporting the thesis are rather 
limited, especially those written in Vietnamese, which makes a 
challenge for the researcher to reach a much more convincing 
conclusion. 

Moreover, there are a lot of interesting and famous examples of 
Theme – Rheme structure in other genres such as prose, drama but 
the researcher cannot study them all. This research paper 
concentrates only on Theme – Rheme structure in English and 
Vietnamese poetry.  

Finally, the limited personal ability of the researcher can also 
accounts for another constraint of the research. For these limitations, 
I would highly appreciate any comments from teachers, friends and 
all those who are interested in this thesis in order to make it more 
convincing and useful. 
5.4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCHES 

With the scope of an M.A. thesis, the author cannot cover all 
the aspects of Theme – Rheme structure. The following topics 
therefore should be taken into consideration for further research: 

� Investigations into linguistic features of Theme – Rheme 
structure used in newspapers, magazines. 

� Investigations into functional characteristic of Theme – 
Rheme structure in English and Vietnamese novel. 


